Indulge In The Extraordinary
Presented by

Benefiting

The Evening at a Glance

AVIDLIFESTYLE AND
COLORADO AVIDGOLFER

exquisitely decorated lounges from top
interior designers.

Vehicle Vault, one of the most distinctive
event venues in Colorado, welcomed
guests to explore and enjoy a highly
curated private collection of vintage and
exotic automobiles, while experiencing

On a gorgeous Colorado evening,
guests toasted the night with bespoke
cocktails and culinary creations from
Bonanno Concepts, savored grilled
goodness from Chef Andrew of Mountain
High Appliance, were treated to a
live performance from country singer
Teddy Robb, partook in interactive golf
experiences and live artist presentations
and so much more!

magazines came together for an
unforgettable evening benefiting Bags of
Fun with a percentage to National Jewish
Health.
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An Evening
to Help
OUR GOAL WAS TO raise

awareness and money to benefit two
worthy organizations. Proceeds from
this event benefitted Bags of Fun with a
percentage to National Jewish Health.
For more than 17 years, this local charity
has brought joy, laughter and relief to
children in the fight of their lives. Their
mission is to deliver a Bag of Fun to every
sick child whose health and happiness
is both compromised and threatened.
bagsoffun.org

NATIONAL JEWISH HEALTH

National Jewish Health develops and
provides innovative clinical programs for
treating and rehabilitating patients of all
ages and for preventing respiratory, cardiac
and immune diseases. Their goal is to
discover knowledge to enhance prevention,
treatment and cures, through an integrated
program of basic and clinical research,
and to educate scientists, physicians,
health care professionals and the public.
nationaljewish.org

RESULT:

We raised over $75,000 in
our inaugural year and are eager to surpass
that in 2022.
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A Drive Through Time

GUESTS TOOK A TRIP through time and experienced one of the most impressive

auto collections in the country, from iconic car makers like Ferrari, Shelby, Rolls Royce,
DeLorean and more to today’s hottest models from McLaren, Lamborghini, Aston Martin,
Audi, BMW and Alfa Romeo.
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LOUNGING THE NIGHT AWAY
GUESTS RELAXED and mingled

throughout the evening in custom-designed
lounges offered different themes, signature
cocktails, entertainment such as live cooking
demonstrations and luxury interior designs. They
were meticulously decorated by Howard Lorton
Furniture & Design, Carla’s A Classic Design, Six
Walls Interior Design and Beautiful Habitat.

A LIL’ COUNTRY AROUND
THE GREEN

Guests were treated to a golf experience under
the stars with the latest golf fashions and gear
from TravisMathew, PGA Tour Superstore,
Moonshine Golf, Lilly Pulitzer, Pyramid Putters
and more. As the sun set over the Rockies,
country singer Teddy Robb serenaded guests
with his country western music that set the stage
for a little friendly “longest putt competition” for
a chance to win bets with PointsBet.

COCKTAILS & COOKING WITH
FRANK BONANNO

Award-winning chef and restaurateur Frank
Bonanno of Bonanno Concepts delighted our
taste buds with culinary creations from some of
his most popular restaurants such as Mizuna,
Vespers and Osterio Marco. For the Bonnano
Concepts experience, he also created savory
specialty cocktails that paired perfectly with
his dishes. Chef Andrew of Mountain High
Appliance proved he’s a grilling guru with
his Alfresco Grill and a perfect cocktail to
compliment his talents.

ATTENDEES

Our guests were an affluent high-profile
demographic that matched the audience profile
of Colorado AvidGolfer and AvidLifestyle. These
active community members spend their time and
money on luxury experiences, charitable events,
travel, dining, art and entertainment, real estate
and design.
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Brands Building Brands

THE DESIRABLE DEMOGRAPHIC of the Wheels of Dreams event creates an

exclusive environment in which elite brands thrive. The rising tide does indeed raise all boats.
One of the highlights of this event is bringing together these trusted brands and continue
cultivating relationships and developing partnerships.
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